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SUMMARY

Magnetometer and Radem surveys were completed over 14 claims 

owned by Driftex Ltd. in jiarKer J^Mnsh^j dur ing JSspttA . iruiftfiti*.*^ii9i74Vanmm

Information from the magnetometer survey, O.D.M. geology map 

1951-4 and limited field observations show the south half of the claim 

block to be underlain by basic volcanics containing a band of siliceous 

pyritic greywacke. Au assays of up to 0.98 oz. per ton are reported 

from old surface pits in the greywacke. The south end of the syenite 

stock and inferred basic-ultrabasic body underlie most of the north half.

Numerous Radem conductors were outlined by the EM survey. 

Several of these could have economic potential and are worthy of further 

investigation especially conductors "D", "E", "F", "G", "H" and "I" 

(Map 2) located mainly in the southeast quarter of the block.

Any further work should include a vertical loop survey over the 

ultrabasic using an existing line grid as the VLF signal will not have 

penetrated the 100 ft. or more of overburden inferred from the magnetics.
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INTRODUCTION

The Driftex claims were staked to cover the south portion of 

a syenite stock where this is in contact with siliceous sediments and 

basic volcanics. Regional aeromagnetic sheets show a magnetic high over
'" -1*-,

the centre of the block inferred to represent ultrabasic rocks.

Harker Twp. has been actively prospected in the past for Au and 

several Au showings and workings are known. The Driftex claims present 

base metal-asbestos chances in addition to proven Au possibilities.

The 14 continguous claims numbered ̂ 877^2 to Ift8^735 incl. 

are registered in the name of Jjfifj^fix^^^d^ ltl m fffi.fi,Boyd,, Aye f ,. Ottawa.   

Ontario, who are submitting the geophysical surveys described herein as 

assessment work.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The block is located in west-central Harker Township about 30 mi. 

east of the town of Matheson along highway 101.

Easy automobile access is afforded by a gravel logging road 

which traverses the west portion of the claims, the logging road leaving 

highway 101 about i mi. east of the Ghost River. A branch off this road 

crosses the south end of the group,

A 75 ft. wide winter road crosses from north to south as shown 

(Maps, l, 2).

Extensive logging operations have been carried out over much of 

the northwest, southwest and southeast parts of the group. Much of the 

west part of this area has been scarified in preparation for 1975(?) 

tree planting and little standing timber remains.
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SURVEY PROCEDURE

An east-west baseline was cut, and picketed prior to the survey. 

The surveying was conducted along cHain and compass lines,run off the 

baseline at L.OQ ft. intervals. The IflQ ft. stations were flagged with 

red tape and numbered, The actual course of any traverse line was defined 

relative to the adjacent line, roads or geologic features on the ODM 

geology map and the positioning of lines as shown on maps l and 2 are 

felt to be acceptably accurate.

Magnetometer readings were taken at 50 ft, throughout. EM readings 

were taken at every 100 ft. station with intermediate readings over 

anomalous areas.

GEOLOGY (ODM Map 1951-4)

The geology of Harker Twp. is described by Satterly, 1951 

(ODM Annual Report, Vol. DC, Part VII, 1951).

The township is underlain largely by basic volcanics with subord 

inate acid volcanics, the latter concentrated mainly in an east-west band 

at the north of the township. Two bands of interflow sediments including 

greywacke, arkose and iron formation types have been mapped. A group of 

basic to ultrabasic intrusives forms the Ghost Range at the north end of 

the township, these rocks also occurring in smaller parallel bodies to the 

south. A large mass of syenite is indicated in the northwest quarter of 

the township by relatively few outcrop exposures, diamond drilling and 

aeromagnetics.
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The Destor-Porcupine fault zone crosses the north end of the 

township as inferred by geophysical surveys and some diamond drilling.

Limited prospecting on the Driftex claim group by the survey crew 

showed most of the outcrop to consist of basic volcanics as indicated on 

Maps l and 2. This is often a coarse, massive diabasic rock and, as 

mentioned by Satterly, may be intrusive in part. Pillowed flows were noted 

occasionally, the shape and packing of pillows indicating tops to the 

south.

A band of sediment which crosses the claims centrally is described 

by Satterly as composed largely or entirely of altered greywacke. Two small 

outcrop occurrences of acid rocks noted during the survey (lines 1SW, 20W) 

may be cherty tuffs or flows although the outcrops fall within the known 

sedimentary band. Thin pyrite seams were noted in the siliceous 

sediments in the trench 75 ft. west of 18S on line 32W.

The syenite is typically a coarse, porphyritic rock, white to 

pink to brick red in colour. The contact area between syenite and basic 

volcanics was observed on lines 60W and 56W. The intrusive here is finer 

grained and may carry minor magnetite(?), The volcanics show small 

injections of syenitic material along fractures, occasionally with minor 

associated(?) sulphide. A small l, previously unmapped outcrop of basic 

volcanic cut by irregular syenitic masses marks the east contact area 

at 14N on line 24W.

The ground magnetics suggest that the syenite does not extend 

as far south as previously thought (Map 1951-4), the south edge of the 

main body occurring north of our baseline. Syenite outcrops on linea
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40W, 28W and 24W apparently represent a smaller body or bodies separate 

from but probably related to the main intrusive.

Ultrabasic rocks are inferred to underlie the central part of 

the group as shown (Map! 1).

Numerous Au occurrences are described for Harker Township in 

various structures and rock types. These include Au in shear or fracture 

zones in sediments, volcanics and syenite; mineralized dikes with or 

without quartz (lamprophyre, syenite porphyry, feldspar porphyry) and 

various quartz-rich vein fillings and stockworks in assorted rocks 

(Satterly, 1951, p. 24-25).

No base metal showings as such are known although some of the 

Au occurrences carry minor base metals.

Asbestos occurs in townships to the west (Munro, McCool, Garrison) 

in serpentinized dunite or peridotite.

PREVIOUS WORK

Harker Township has been prospected intermittently for Au since 

about IglO. One active period was in the 1920's when Harker .Gold Mines 

Ltd, carried out underground development on 18 claims in the southeast 

corner of the township. The company established 5 levels off a 1000 ft. 

shaft and did about 7000 ft. of lateral development. Reserves of about 

47,800 tons of higher grade mineralization (0.25 oz./ton) were outlined. 

The operation was subsequently shut down and the buildings sold. The Au 

ore occurs in a "fault fissure vein 6 - 12 ft. wide and over 3000 feet
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long. The vein zone is a brecciated basalt that has been replaced by 

silica, feldspar, carbonate, pyrite and gold. The gold occurs both 

native and associated with the pyrite." (Satterly, 1951, P*32).

A total of 24 diamond drill holes on the property of Harlight 

Gold Mines, about 2 mi. southeast of the Driftex claims, inJL9j^and 

1941 outlined a band of rhyolite averaging 0.144 oz. Au/ton over an 

average width of 6 ft. and a length of 1200 ft. Better grade sections 

within this were: west end- 200 ft. by 5 ft. containing 0.25 oz. Au/ton 

and east end- 300 ft. by 5.5 ft. containing 0.21 oz. Au/ton. (Assay 

plans for the diamond drill holes show lower Au contents than those 

indicated above (Mineral Resources Circular No. 13, 1971, p. 73)). The 

Au occurs in quartz stringers in the rhyolite along with pyrite, 

chalcopyrite and galena.

Teddy Bear Valley; Mines jLtd. completed 1110 ft. of underground 

development from a 300 ft., two compartment shaft on their 31 claim 

group located in the northwest corner of the township in 19^-351 The 

Destor-Procupine fault is believed to cross the centre of the claions. 

Two high Au assays from sludge samples (0.50 oz. Au from 11 ft. of sludge 

and 1.14 oz. Au from 8 ft. of sludge) are reported from a drill hole on 

the property.

Imperial Reserve Mines Ltd. t in 1951. owned the southeast 

corner of the present Driftex group as part of a block of 19 patented 

claims extending to the northeast. Surface trenching and pitting on 

claim 27600 (in the area of 15+OOS between lines 13W to 20W approx.) 

showed the greywacke here to be mineralized with pyrite. Grab samples



taken by F. R. Joubin in 1947 returned 0.01 to 0.17 oz. Au per ton 

(Private report to Company in 1947 by F. R. Joubin). A prospector's 

plan in the above report describes the showing on claim 27600 as 

"reasonably strong-looking breccia zone structure and in the quartz 

zones near it erratic values occur. Material sampled was of good 

appearance, pyritized and silicified pink coloured rock probably altered 

by syenitic intrusions".

A grab sample taken by J, A. McClasky from claim 27600 on May 

3rd. JL948 is reported to have assayed .98 oz. Au per ton.

Consolidated Mining and gmelting Conrpany Prospecting Syndicate 

acquired all of the Imperial Reserve ground in 1956 in addition to 

several other old Au prospects (Consular Harker, Teddy Bear, etc.). One 

additional claim was tied onto the west of Imperial Reserve claim 27600, 

this claim extended coverage along the sedimentary band to about Driftex 

line 34W.

The Syndicate drilled three holes on what is now Driftex ground 

(nos. 8, 9 and 13) in 1959 (Map 1). No assays are reported. Rock forma 

tions encountered are as shown on Map 1.

Valhalla Mines Ltd., by 1961, had acquired the old Imperial 

Reserve claims and the Toronto Harker claims tied on to the north. In 

excess of 25 packsack drill holes were completed, mainly in the northwest 

corner of the Imperial Reserve group where low Au values were known to 

occur in sheared volcanics/sediments adjacent to a syenite dike. Some 

bulldozing was undertaken on claim 67717(27600) around the old Imperial
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Reserve pits in the sediments. Two or three packsack holes were 

also drilled with unknown results.

It is not known who sank the two trenches (lines 3SW, 28W) 

noted during the present survey.



GEOPHYSICS 

Magnetometer Survey

A GaoiaaijiiiiiL. Q^l^jaroton precession magnetometer was used to 

measure the total magnetic field at 50 ft. intervals along the survey 

lines. This instrument records the earth* s total field at a point plus 

the component in the direction of the earth's field of any local 

perturbation due to a change in magnetisation of the underlying material 

(except under abnormal conditions around a large concentration of highly 

magnetic, material) with a relative accuracy of^^^uflffl^ The instrument 

has a direct digital readout, a read cycle activated by a push button 

switch.

The magnetic results are shown in profile on Map 1.

. Local non-anomalous field

is about 59)500 gammas. Inclination of the earth's field in Harker 

Township is about 78*N. Map l.also shows a geological interpretation and 

the jladem conductors.

An ultrabasic or basic-ultrabasic intrusive characterized by 

magnetic reliefs of up to 5000 gammas (line 32W) is inferred to underlie 

the east-central portion of the group. The magnetic response on line 

28W does not correlate well with that on either side although the ultra 

basic appears to cross this line and continue east as shown.

The anomalous magnetic values between 28W to 36W on the baseline 

and 5+OOS to i;HOOS on line 2W fall off approximately as the inverse 

square of distance. A slight assymetry to the anomaly curve on line 

24W suggests a very steep north dip to a thick (ea. 400 ft.) dike-like
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body. Depth calculations for the above anomaly give by half width 

rule - 160 ft., Peter's rule - 155 ft. Similar calculations for the 

baseline anomaly give by half width rule - 190 ft., Peter's rule - 175 ft. 

These estimates are normally too high but there is probably in excess of 

100 ft. of overburden overlying this part of the ultrabasic. (If altered 

to a talc-carbonate assemblage, an ultrabasic would tend to weather 

lower than surrounding rocks.)

The pattern of magnetic highs in the northwest corner is inferred 

to represent basic intrusives (gabbro, diabase, etc.) intercalated with 

volcanics. Some ultrabasic may be present. These rocks could be 

related to the main ultrabasic as part of a basic-ultrabasic complex 

similar to the Ghost Range.

The south contact of the main syenite intrusive is fairly 

accurately fixed by the known outcrop and the magnetics. A thickness of 

volcanics appears to separate the ultrabasic and syenite on several 

lines. The ultrabasic and syenite are probably in fault contact in the 

area of line 46W.

A body(?) of syenite inferred from limited outcrop and previous 

diamond drilling to the south between lines 20W to 44 W does not have an 

obvious magnetic signature. It may be that syenite (- lamprophyre) is 

present as smaller intrusives within the volcanics/sediments rather than 

forming a continuous mass.

A sharp magnetic high centred on line 16W at 14+50, on line 

24W at about 15+508 and on line 28W at 16+50S could be of economic interest
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considering its geologic position relative to the syenite/laraprophyre 

'complex, ultrabasic and bracketing inferred faults. A magnetite 

concentration associated with lamprophyre or iron formation are possible 

causes. There is a strong BM response associated with the magnetic 

anomaly on line 16W.

The sedimentary band as transferred from the ODM geology map 

coincides with a broad, weak magnetic low on lines 4W to 20W. Elsewhere, 

there is no characteristic correlation.
' w

The remainder of the block is inferred to be underlain by 

basic volcanics, the typically flat magnetic response for which is 

shown on the south ends of lines 4W to 44W relative to known outcrop. 

There is little magnetic relief between the volcanics and syenite 

indicating similar magnetic susceptibilities.

A broad magnetic hirfL along the road in the southeast corner of 

the property probably represents a magnetite-bearing basic sill. A 

much narrower anomaly 2000 ft. north may have a similar cause or may be 

indicating an iron-bearing interflow sediment. Both may terminate 

eastward against a north-south fault.

Radem^ Survey

A Crone Radem VLf^jffiU Was U6ed ^or tne survey. The Radem 

instrument depends on worldwide VLF broadcasting stations for its 

operation. Distortions, caused by subsurface conductors, in the electro 

magnetic field associated with the frequency modulated (FM) signal
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(15 to 25 kHz) from one of these stations are detected by the Radem 

unit. Two measurements are normally made - dip angle of resultant EM 

field (reading on inclinometer scale with instrument at null In vertical 

plane perpendicular to transmission direction) and field strength 

(reading on field strength meter with instrument in horizontal plane at 

right angle to null). Dip angle behaves as a vertical loop dip angle 

profile over a conductor while field,strength normally shows a maximum 

centred over the conductor axis. About 10?0 Radem readings were taken 

during the survey.

Numerous conductors were located, anyone of which could be 

indicating something of possible economic interest. A check with 

conventional EM would be necessary to determine if there were significant 

sulphide - graphite concentrations associated with a Radem anomaly. 

Radem"s sulphide detection limit is felt to be intermediate between I.P. 

and EM so that a Radem conductor could be indicating a sulphide concentra 

tion of low interest with regard to Au even though there was no lower 

frequency EM correlation. On the other hand, Radem responds well to 

spurious features such as water-filled shears, pockets of conductive 

clay overburden, etc.

There is rapid attenuation of the high frequency VLF signal in 

conductive overburden, the result of which is to mask any underlying 

conductors. Radem functions best in areas of shallow, non-conductive 

overburden.

Conductors of possible interest are described following:
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Conductor "A" : Appears to be quite wide considering response on 

line 60W. Most probably spurious but could be indicating wide zone of 

disseminated sulphide/graphite. No particular magnetic/inferred geologic 

correlation.

Note general correlation of conductors with streams (these 

usually present in sharply incised valleys) on lines 68W to SOW.

Conductor "B" : Very weak as "A" - wide (in excess of 300 ft.). 

Occurs over syenite. Probably overburden or shearing.

Conductor "C" : Probably an overburden or shear response over syenite 

as "B". Conductors "B" and "C" could be important Au targets if caused 

by zones of shearing within syenite.

Conduct.or "D" : Suggestion of considerable width. Located within 

inferred ultrabasic. Might be part of "C" or shearing associated with 

ultrabasic. Worth checking.

Conductor "E" t Response on line 16W is of interest. Causative body 

is narrow and has a sharp, 2000 gamma magnetic correlation. Oxide or 

sulphide iron formation is a possible cause and an EM check is definitely 

warranted. The Radem responses in this area south of the baseline are 

dominated by the buildup for the swamp to the north and possible conductors 

might be masked. Conductor "E" might continue west for one more line 

crossing at about l&tOOS.

Conductor "F" j This conductor is of definite interest especially in 

the area of lines 32W and 3&J. There is .no noteworthy magnetic/geologic 

correlation, but the sharp response warrants follow-up. The field 

strength response on line 36W suggests two conductors spaced Just over



the resolution limit of the instrument.

Conductor " G|' j occurs in an area of sharply incised stream valleys 

and is probably spurious. Considerable width is suggested by the 

response on line 36W,

Conductor "H" : The response on line 24W is of interest. A multiple 

zone is indicated by the dip angle profile. There is no magnetic 

correlation. An EM check is warranted.

Conducto^ "I*1 t This was the strongest response encountered during the 

survey. The conductor underlies a 150 ft. to 200 ft. wide swamp. There 

is no direct magnetic correlation. A single station 1900 gamma high 

south of the anomaly on line 28W is probably not related. The causative 

body is relatively narrow and apparently of extensive lateral/depth 

extent. Significant amounts of graphite, non-magnetic massive sulphides 

or water-filled shearing are possible causes. A lower frequency EM 

check is definitely warranted.
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CONCLUSIONS

The east half of the property presents the best chance for an economic 

mineral deposit and further work should be concentrated here.

The area around the old Imperial Reserve and C.M.S. Syndicate 

workings is one of geological/magnetic complexity with known Au values and 

probably represents the best Au chances. Radem conductor "E" is of interest 

in this regard. Further work might best consist of surface prospecting/ 

trenching or drilling.

Conductive swamp clay appears to have limited EM penetration over the 

ultrabasic intrusive. The old grid of lines might be slashed out or extended 

to cover the magnetic highs and a vertical loop survey carried out (coil 

spacing 400 ft.).

A horizontal loop check is warranted for conductors "D", "E", "F", 

"G", "H" and "I" as part of a survey covering the remainder or at least the 

east half of the group.

Respectively submittad,
1

William E. Brereton
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